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Enjoy Sharing Geoscience Online!!
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 Online? Yes! Because it is EGU’s responsibility to help minimise the impact 
of COVID-19 on scientific research and collaboration 

 Pilot experiment (we would like feedback!)
 Free registration
 Our considerations:

• Science submitted to the General Assembly 2020 can be presented 
and shared

• All authors and conveners can participate, across different time 
zones

• Sharing Geoscience Online is accessible (in terms of bandwidth, for 
anyone with hearing or visual difficulties)

• The concept works for all presentation types: oral, poster and PICO

Sharing Geoscience Online: New concept



Our concept of Sharing Geoscience allows:
 Authors to upload presentation materials and receive feedback on 

those (from 1 April to 31 May 2020)
 Conveners, authors and attendees to discuss abstracts, presentation 

materials and open questions during a live, text-based chat (4 – 8 
May)

 Everyone to participate in Union Symposia, Great Debates, Short 
Courses, Networking, Division Meetings, #shareEGUart, Photo 
Competition and more

 EGU to gather experience with online activities and use these in plans 
for reducing the environmental impact of the General Assembly

Sharing Geoscience Online in a nutshell



All information at 
www.egu2020.eu



 16 March: Start developing concept for online activities
 19 March: Cancelled physical General Assembly
 23 March: First Sharing Geoscience Online webpages
 31 March: All presentations turned to displays, rescheduled sessions to 

blocks of 30 displays
 1 April: Open for upload of presentation materials and commenting
 1 April: First FAQ page live
 6 April: Webinar
 8 April: SC plan
 16 April: Open for upload of session materials
 16 April: Division Meetings scheduled
 21 April: ‘how-to-use-the chat’ pages
 This week: Chat video and test chat channels per programme group

Sharing Geoscience Online: New concept built in very short time



EGU 2020: Sharing Geosciences Online
All information @ https://www.egu2020.eu/

• EGU physical meeting in Vienna is cancelled, but EGU 2020 still holds on
https://www.egu.eu/news/609/egu2020-sharing-geoscience-online-to-replace-this-
years-annual-general-assembly-in-vienna/

• Tremendous work from EGU and Copernicus to organize scientific sessions to be
accessible online and presented in the form of “displays” – no more oral/posters (>
18000 abstracts) - chat discussions – FREE access

• All other activities of EGU are also organized online: Union Symposia, Great debates,
Short courses, townhall meetings, Photo Competition, #ShareEGUart, Division
meetings, networking events

• See details @
https://egu2020.eu/sharing_geoscience_online/sharing_geoscience_online.html
And follow https://www.egu.eu/meetings/general-assembly/hashtags/

https://www.egu.eu/news/609/egu2020-sharing-geoscience-online-to-replace-this-years-annual-general-assembly-in-vienna/
https://egu2020.eu/sharing_geoscience_online/sharing_geoscience_online.html
https://www.egu.eu/meetings/general-assembly/hashtags/
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Seismology Division 2020:
NO MEDAL awarded

because 1 nomination only…



Seismology Division 2020:
NO MEDAL awarded

because 1 nomination only…



Beno Gutenberg Medal
The Beno Gutenberg Medal is awarded in recognition for active scientists 

conducting excellent and outstanding research contributions in Seismology.

Submit nominations for 2021
https://www.egu.eu/awards-

medals/nominations/
by 15.06.2020

You know someone
who deserves it

https://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/nominations/


Seismology Division Outstanding Young Scientist 2020 
received an Arne Richter award

https://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/arne-richter/2020/weian-chao/

Presentation and award ceremony postponed to EGU 
2021 (due to cancellation of the meeting in Vienna)

The 2020 Arne Richter Award for Outstanding Early Career
Scientists is awarded to Weian Chao in recognition of his
major contributions to using existing seismic networks to
improve landslide monitoring, allowing authorities to act
quickly to mitigate landslide damage.

Environmental seismology: 
Listening to landslides whispering

Weian Chao Congratulations!



Outstanding Student Poster & Pico Award 2019
The 2019 Division Outstanding Student Poster & Pico (OSPP) Awards

Crustal structure of the Lesser and 
Leeward Antilles forearcs inferred from 

satellite Vertical Gravity Gradients

http://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/ospp-award/2019/

Ángela Maria Gómez Garcia Janneke van Ginkel

Ambivalent Amplifications – Using 
horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratios to 

characterise subsurface seismic 
properties

Congratulations!



Nominations for Outstanding Young Scientists Award / 
Arne Richter Award for Outstanding Young Scientists
Nomination letter (1/2 page) including the division that the candidates research is 
most applicable to.

Curriculum Vitae. A summary of the candidate's CV (1 page) including their date of 
birth and the date when their highest degree qualification was received.

Selected bibliography. A list of selected publications by the candidate that best 
support the nomination (1/2 page). It should also state briefly the candidate’s total 
number and types of publications and citations.
The whole nomination package for the Outstanding Young Scientists Award / Arne 
Richter Award for Outstanding Young Scientists must not exceed 2 pages, otherwise 
the nomination will not be accepted.

Arne Richter Award: From all division OYSA winners, four are selected for the EGU-
wide Arne Richter Award, within four distinct groups [Solid Earth Soft Earth, Planetary 
and Space Sciences, Interdisciplinary]

http://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/proposal-and-selection-of-candidates/

Deadline for Nomination Package
(submitted online to EGU)

June 15, 2019



Nominations for Beno Gutenberg Medal
Nomination letter (1 page). This must clearly detail 
• Why the candidate deserves this recognition
• Focus on the candidate's scientific contributions to the field, their importance, their 

impact on the discipline and their implications for the future. 
• The new views and new insights that have been stimulated by the candidate's 

work are particularly relevant.

Curriculum Vitae (2 pages). A summary of the candidate's CV, including the 
candidate’s name, address, history of employment, degrees, research experience, 
honours, and service to the community.

Selected bibliography (2 pages). A list of selected publications by the candidate that 
best support the nomination. It should also state briefly the candidate’s total number 
and types of publications and citations.

Supporting letters. Between 3 and 5 letters of support (maximum 1 page each) 
should be submitted. These letters should clearly establish the nominee's recognised
contribution to the field.

http://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/proposal-and-selection-of-candidates/

Deadline for Nomination Package
(submitted online to EGU)

June 15, 2020



Beno Gutenberg Medal – Committee for 2021
The Committee for the Beno Gutenberg Medal 2021 is composed of the last five 
medalists who have been awarded the Beno Gutenberg Medal
There must be a non-medalist (new rule): proposal former SM President

http://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/proposal-and-selection-of-candidates/
http://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/beno-gutenberg/

20152016201720182019

Haruo Sato Göran EkströmRoel SniederHitoshi 
Kawakatsu
(chair)

Annie Souriau*

Non-medalist

Martin Mai

* Annie Souriau expressed
wish to withdraw from Committee
Göran Ektröm agreed to stay one more year, Thanks!



Beno Gutenberg Medal – Committee for 2021
The Committee for the Beno Gutenberg Medal 2020 is composed of the last five 
medalists who have been awarded the Beno Gutenberg Medal
There must be a non-medalist (new rule): proposal former SM President

http://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/proposal-and-selection-of-candidates/
http://www.egu.eu/awards-medals/beno-gutenberg/

20152016201720182019

Haruo Sato Göran EkströmRoel Snieder
(chair)

Hitoshi 
Kawakatsu

Annie Souriau

Non-medallist

Martin Mai

Think about the one outstanding seismologist
who changed your scientific work and

NOMINATE for Gutenberg Medal 2021!

Gather your colleagues to compile a nomination 
package!
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https://www.egu.eu/sm/structure/



https://www.egu.eu/sm/structure/



 EGU is a bottom-up organization, and we – as a division – are
rather flexible on how to organize ourselves

 Possible additions / changes?
 Science Officers: other fields to cover?
 President: Philippe Jousset (until 2023)
 Deputy President: Martin Mai (until 2021)
 Martin will stay Deputy President for the next year,

until 2021. Please let me know if interested to step in.
 Election for new Division President in nov 2021.

Structure of our Division
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 18,052 abstracts in programme | +11.1% relative to 2019
 702 unique scientific sessions 
 440 out of 702 scientific sessions are co-organized (62.7%), thereof 37 ITS
 6/88 short courses online  
 1,135 presentation materials uploaded
 82 comments to uploaded presentation materials received

GA2020 statistics (as of 27 April 2020, 08:30)



Abstracts in programme 2005 – 2020

a) 2018: withdrawal 
of no-show 
abstracts

b) 2019: one first-
author abstract 
rule

c) 2020: Physical 
GA cancelled 19 
March; part of the 
GA brought 
online

a
b

c



SM Statistics, 2020



SM Statistics, 2019



SM Statistics, 2018
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Seismology ECS update
#shareEGU20_SM

Nienke Blom, Marina Corradini, Eric Löberich, Walid Ben Mansour, Lucile 
Bruhat, Maria Tsekhmistrenko, Michaela Wenner, Janneke de Laat, Javier 

Ojeda



Seismology Early Career Scientist 
representative team

Michaela 
Wenner

Maria 
Tsekhmistrenk
o

Lucile Bruhat
(stepped out)

Walid 
Ben Mansour

Eric Löberich

Nienke Blom
(outgoing 
EGU Point of 
contact)

Marina 
Corradini 
(editor-in-chief)

Janneke de 
Laat

Javier Ojeda

… and a few potential 
new members … 



Seismology Early Career Scientist 
representative team

Social Media

Blog editors

Eric 
Löberich

Janneke 
de Laat

Marina 
Corradini 
(editor-in-
chief)

Maria 
Tsekhmistrenko

@EGU_Seismo

EGUSeismologyDivision

→ #shareEGU20_SM
Javier 
Ojeda

https://blogs.egu.eu/divisions/sm/

https://blogs.egu.eu/divisions/sm/


Editorial line
Seismology & Society  

Jumping out of Academia  

Seismology Job Portal  

Representing the Possible  

Seismology in the time of COVID-
19  

Uncategorized  

Seismology Blog

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Between April 2018 and May 2020 the EGU Seismology blog has been structured in six main categories:earthquakes & society�where we discussed historical or recent earthquakes, for instance the 2018 Lombok and Palu earthquakes, and the 2010 Maule event. We described 	latest research in the field, for instance the role of seismic anisotropy for imaging volcanic perturbations. We also highlighted the impact that seismological tools have on our society, such as the use of ambient seismic noise for ground water reservoir. We strongly promoted transdisciplinary approaches, such as the use of sociology and citizen seismology as a tool to better understand earthquakes and risk.� 	 	Seismology 	Job Portal�where we post latest job openings for ECS in seismology� 	 	Jumping out of Academia�where we promoted connections with researchers/scientists working in the industry� 	 	Representing the Possible�a blog series where we acknowledge women’s achievements in seismology and pave the way for a more equal, diverse, and inclusive academic world�Seismology 	in the time of COVID-19�our most recent blog series where we put together articles, reflections, and stories to accompany the 	community through the confinement period. 	�Uncategorized�Here we gathered articles about various topics, not necessarily related with seismology. We have discussed the issue of mental health in the workplace, we have given advice for ECS and grad/undergrad students (example, ‘what makes a good talk’), we have promoted summer/winter schools, we have advertised the EGU GA and the AGU Fall Meeting, etc... 



Editorial line
Seismology & Society  

Jumping out of Academia  

Seismology Job Portal  

Representing the Possible  

Seismology in the time of COVID-
19  

Uncategorized  

Seismology Blog

in numbers…  

44 posts in 24 months

1400 visitors in the last 30 days
accessed on Apr, 20 2020

4 guest writers



Seismology Early Career Scientist 
representative team

Beyond seismology...

We are collaborating with ECS from other divisions on overarching ECS themes

● E.g. Careers, Work-life balance, ECS involvement in EGU, …  

SM most closely involved with Careers:

● In June we will hold a Careers week focusing on career options both in and 

outside of academia. Stay tuned!



ECS -- GET INVOLVED!
- Follow blog and twitter, like the facebook page

- Give us feedback on EGU, SM Division, General Assembly, …

- Blog writing

- Ideas

Contact us ecs-sm@egu.eu
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2020/21 EGU Governance Review 
Governance Review Panel:
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EGU2020: Sharing Geoscience Online | May 2020

Toby Rhodes (Independent Chair)
Ulrich Pöschl (Publications Committee Member, AS)
Raffaele Albano (outgoing ECS Representative, NH)
Susanne Buiter (outgoing Programme Committee Chair, TS)
Claudia Jesus Rydin (Chair, Equalities & Diversity Working Group)
Katja Fennel (Chair, Publications Committee, BG, OS)

Helen Glaves (outgoing Division President, ESSI)
Dan Parsons (Division President, GM)
Giuliana Panieri (outgoing Division President, BG)
Chris King (Chair of Education Committee) 
Philippe Courtial (EGU Executive Secretary)

Email: governancereview@egu.eu

mailto:governancereview@egu.eu


EGU Governance Review: Objectives

A governance review is an opportunity for the EGU to reflect on its governance arrangements in order to best serve 
the current and future needs of the organisation, the members, the scientific community and global concerns. 
In particular, the governance review will:
• determine whether the governance processes and structures of the EGU are fit for purpose
• make recommendations for any changes to better serve the current and future needs of the EGU and its 

members

Objectives of the EGU Governance Review
To review the governance processes and structures of the EGU, and make recommendations for any changes to 
enable the organisation:
• to best deliver its Mission and Vision
• to best serve the current and future needs of the organisation and its members;
• to ensure EGU structures deliver appropriate scientific and professional diversity and representation amongst 

EGU committees and boards

Terms of Reference: The full EGU Governance Review Terms of Reference is available to download here

https://www.egu.eu/about/strategy/
https://cloud.egu.eu/s/94xfwt6if7xCp94


EGU Governance Review Scope: Timescales & Contact

Timescales
• The Governance panel will convene in late May 2020, and conduct their review over the following 9-12 

months.
• The Governance Review will produce an interim report to the EGU Council in October 2020, and a final report 

with recommendations in January 2021.
• The Governance Review will report to EGU members at the 2021 EGU General Assembly. If any changes to EGU 

governance require EGU Members to vote, this will take place at the EGU General Assembly.
• Implementation of any agreed governance changes will take place following the 2021 EGU general assembly



EGU Governance Review Scope: EGU Member Input

EGU members may input their views to the Governance Review via their divisional 
representatives on EGU Council

EGU members may also contact the Governance Review Panel directly via email at:

governancereview@egu.eu

mailto:governancereview@egu.eu


Agenda & Topics
 Welcome
 EGU2020: Sharing Geoscience Online
 Awards & Medals
 Structure of the Seismology Division
 Meeting & Session Statistics
 Report from the ECS Team
 EGU Governance review
 Any other business • GA2021: planing ahead and schedule

• EGU Journal: Solid Earth
• Virtual Helpdesk 2020 – Online
• Other GA activities - Online
• Code of conduct - Online



 Proposing & Planning Sessions for GA
 Try to connect early with colleagues
 Try to think inclusive & cooperative; large integrative

sessions are easier to schedule and “stronger” than
many small fragmented sessions

 Communicate with co-organizing divisions to agree
where the Seismology Division should be the leading
division
 Seek input from division president and section officers

Planning ahead – GA 2021



1 – 19 Jun 2020 Sub-programme structure (call-for-skeleton)

24 Jun – 15 Aug 2020 Public call for Great Debates and Union 
Symposia

24 Jun – 11 Sep 2020 Public call-for-sessions

16 Sep – 14 Oct 2020 Session programme finalization

14 Oct 2020 PC Meeting (online)

1 Dec 2020 Support application deadline

13 Jan 2021 Abstract submission deadline

(working version)

Planning ahead –
The GA 2021 timeline



EGU GA 2021

Mark your calendars !

• EGU General Assembly 26-29 April 2021
• Abstract deadline: 13 January 2021
• Support application deadline 1 Dec 2020



open access as basic principle 
interactive discussion papers

Solid Earth is EGU‘s journal addressing
topics of many divisions

https://www.solid-earth.net/



https://www.solid-earth.net/



https://www.solid-earth.net/



We welcome your submissions

https://www.solid-earth.net/



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The Data Help Desk is coming to EGU for the first time this year. It has been a fixture at a number of large geoscience conferences including the AGU Fall Meeting for a several years now. Run by volunteers, the Data Help Desk provides researchers with the opportunities to ask a range of experts their data related questions, as well as learning new data management skills, and trying new tools and techniques. This year the Data Help Desk has gone virtual. You can send your questions via Twitter using the hashtag #DataHelpDesk but please also add the SGO hashtag #shareEGU20 The Data Help Desk is a joint initiative between EGU, AGU ESIP and Earthcube



Other GA activities

 Green EGU: 
https://egu2020.eu/about_and_support/green_egu.html: but we 
are very green this year!

 Accessibility and Inclusiveness: 
https://egu2020.eu/about_and_support/accessibility_and_inclusive
ness.html

 "Closing party“ on Friday evening: register
https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EGU2020/sessionprogra
mme/NET

https://egu2020.eu/about_and_support/green_egu.html
https://egu2020.eu/about_and_support/accessibility_and_inclusiveness.html
https://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/EGU2020/sessionprogramme/NET


 Participation in EGU2020: Sharing Geoscience Online implies 
agreement to EGU's Code of Conduct, 
https://www.egu.eu/about/code-of-conduct/

 The Code of Conduct is flagged when uploading materials, when 
commenting, when entering the chat

 Violations or concerns to be reported to conduct@egu.eu

Code of Conduct

https://www.egu.eu/about/code-of-conduct/


Final remarks

 Don’t forget the deadlines for award nominations: June 15 2020 !
 Planning for the GA21 begins soon!
 Engage with the ECS-reps; write for the Seismo-Blog !
 More info at http://www.egu.eu/sm
 FEEDBACK: https://egu2020.eu/feedback

!  the division lives from your initiatives  !

contact to discuss division matters 
Philippe Jousset |  sm@egu.eu

philippe.jousset@gfz-potsdam.de

http://www.egu.eu/sm


Enjoy Sharing Geoscience Online!!
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